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1.0 Scope

This Version Description Document (VDD) contains a functional description of the Airnet Management, Command and Control (MCC) system, all modules in this release are identified by version number, a set of build instructions, installation procedures, identification of any known problems, release notes and any essential data relationships that are part of this 22 December 1992 release of the BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0.

1.1 Identification

This VDD defines the 22 December 1992 initial release of Airnet MCC, release version BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0.

1.2 System Overview

Soldier in the loop simulators exist at the Aviation Test Bed (AVTB) located at Ft. Rucker, Alabama and the Close Combat Test Bed (CCTB) located at Ft. Knox, Kentucky. The simulators include Rotary Wing Aircraft (RWA, only at Ft. Rucker), M1 tanks, Bradley Fighting Vehicles, Fixed Wing Aircraft (FWA), a Management, Command and Control system (MCC), Non Line of Sight vehicle (NLOS, located at Ft. Knox only), and, finally, a Semi-Automated Forces system (SAFOR). The Airnet MCC provides major enhancements to the next generation of Management, Command and Control system (MCC) simulations and develops reconfigurable simulators with improved visuals, sensor models. This version only exists at the AVTB.

1.3 Document Overview

This document was prepared in accordance with DID DI-MCCR-80013A of DOD-STD-2167A and defines the 22 December 1992 release of the Airnet MCC software, Version BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0.
2.0 Referenced Documents

2.1 Government Documents


2.2 Non-Government Documents

ADST/WDL/TR--92-00640-YR1  Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology System Definition Document
28 October 1992

ADST/WDL/TR--92-003023  ADST Configuration Management Plan
15 January 1993

ADST/WDL/TR--92-003038  Airmet MCC Coldstart Procedures
22 December 1992
3.0 Version Description

This release includes the version BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 of the Management, Command and Control system simulator which replicates the software installed onto the MIPS based Airnet MCC at Ft. Rucker.

3.1 Inventory of Materials Released

Listed below is the physical media and support documentation required to build, load and operate the Management, Command and Control system simulator. The Airnet MCC release version BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 consists of all the source code needed to build the system, executable and data files required to run the system on a MIPS 3000/33 machine.

| Type          | ID No. | Title                                              |
|---------------|--------|**************************************************|
| Tape          | DC 6150| BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 Initial 7.2.3d T/O         |
| Document      | ADST/WDL/TR--92-003038 | Airnet MCC Coldstart Procedures                  |
| Document      | ADST/WDL/TR--92-003037 | BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 VDD                       |

3.2 Inventory of CSCI Contents

Appendix A provides a listing of all Airnet MCC CSCI source files which were used to create release BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0. All source files reside on the Configuration Management and Control Sun Sparc workstation and are configuration controlled using the Revision Control System (RCS).

3.3 Changes Installed

This release of the version BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 captures the MIPS based Airnet MCC SIMNET 7.2.3d software version. No additional SP/CRs are included in this release.

3.4 Adaptation Data

Adaptation data is contained in human editable files, which allow modification to the flight model and weapons system.

3.5 Coldstart Procedures

The separate Airnet MCC Cold Start Procedures, document no. ADST/WDL/TR--92-003038, provides detailed cold start instructions for the BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 release.
3.6 Build and Distribution Instructions

Building the MIPS based Airnet MCC 1.0.0

1) Required Hardware and Software

Computer: MIPS Magnum 3000/33
Operating System: O.S. Version 4.5.1 (subsequent versions are untested as of 11/92)
Memory: 64 MB memory
Pathnames: /usr/X11/bin: /usr/bin: /usr/ucb: /usr/bin: /bin:
/etc: /usr/new: /usr/local/bin /bsd43/bin
(set these up in your "path" in your .login or .cshrc file)

Shell: Bourne Shell (setenv SHELL /bin/sh)

2) How to Build the Airnet MCC "Phantom" Executable on the MIPS

A) Log into the MIPS as "root" -- see your system admin. for root password

B) Load source files from the cartridge tape:
   a) insert the tape "AIRNET MCC" into the tape reader
   b) enter the following on the MIPS:

   > cd /usr3
      -- or any other appropriate user directory
      -- in which you want to create a "saf"
      -- directory which will hold the AIRNET
      -- MCC source and executables

   > tar -xvhf /dev/rmt/ctape0
      -- extract all files from tape
      -- "saf" directory is created:

   > cd /
   > ln -s /usr3/saf saf
      -- go back to root...
      -- create a symbolic link to saf??????
      -- (necessary to run "phantom" later)

   c) eject the tape from the tape reader
C) Build the “phantom” executable. Enter:

```bash
> cd /usr3/saf
> mkdir lib  -- this directory is needed in the build process
> cd common
> mkdir lib  -- and this directory is needed in the build process
> cd ..  -- go back to /usr3/saf

> make clean  -- removes object files
[if you get a “couldn’t make config” message, its O.K. !!]

> make headers  -- This moves Non-local header files into common
                   area (only done once).

> make install  -- This first pass builds the libraries
[if you get a “couldn’t make config” message, its O.K. !!]
[errors of type “can’t find xxxx.h” indicate that your paths are not configured
  correctly.]

> make install  -- This second pass builds the applications.

> cd src/host
> make phantom  -- “errors” will occur, ignore them
                   -- (unless of course, the phantom doesn’t get built!)
                   -- “phantom” is created!

> mv phantom /usr3/saf/MCC4.0.4  -- move executable, to an aimet
                   -- “standard” location for executables
```

3.7 Regression Test Results

No formal written regression test procedures are available for this release.

3.8 Release Notes

3.8.1 BDS-D Airnet MCC Software Release Notes

No release notes available for the BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 application software initial release.

3.9 Interface Compatibility

The BDS-D Airnet MCC 1.0.0 release remains compatible with the SIMNET interface.

3.10 Bibliography

Management, Command and Control System (MCC) Operations Documentation

3.11 Summary of Changes
Initial release. No summary of changes to baseline are available.

3.12 Installation Instructions

Installation instructions are included in paragraph 3.6 as a part of the detailed Airmet MCC build and distribution procedures.

3.13 Possible Problems and Known Errors

There are no open SP/CR's pertaining to this system release.
4.0 Notes

The following is a list of acronyms used in this document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADST</td>
<td>Advanced Distributed Simulation Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVTB</td>
<td>Aviation Test Bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBN</td>
<td>Bolt, Beranek, &amp; Newman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTB</td>
<td>Close Combat Test Bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWA</td>
<td>Fixed Wing Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Management, Command and Control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLOS</td>
<td>Non Line of Sight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWA</td>
<td>Rotary Wing Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAFOR</td>
<td>Semi-Automated Forces system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP/CRs</td>
<td>Software Problem/Change Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDD</td>
<td>Version Description Document</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix A Source Code Listings

RCS file: ./sat/src/config/RCS/README.v
Working file: README
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1991/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./sat/src/config/RCS/Makefile.v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1991/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./sat/src/config/RCS/README.v
Working file: README
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1991/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./sat/src/config/RCS/Saf_resources.v
Working file: Saf_resources
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/Tblgr-resource-.v
Working file: Tblgr-resources
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/activate.mac,v
Working file: activate.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/blue_cis.lisp,v
Working file: blue_cis.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/blue_cis_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: blue_cis_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/blue_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: blue_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/blue_forms.lisp,v
Working file: blue_forms.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/blue_mcc_config.lisp,v
Working file: blue_mcc_config.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/bombs.lisp.v
Working file: bombs.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/capacity.lisp.v
Working file: capacity.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/color.mac.v
Working file: color.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/config.lisp.v
Working file: config.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/config.mac.v
Working file: config.mac
definition:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/culture.lisp.v
Working file: culture.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/damage_map.lisp.v
Working file: damage_map.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/detection.lisp.v
Working file: detection.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/d_damg.lisp.v
Working file: d_damg.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/ech.mac.v
Working file: ech.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/filters.lisp.v
Working file: filters.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/fulcrum.lisp.v
Working file: fulcrum.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
***************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/hitmodels.lisp,v
Working file: hitmodels.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
***************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/icons.mac,v
Working file: icons.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
***************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/if_damg.lisp,v
Working file: if_damg.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
***************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/lvis.lisp,v
Working file: lvis.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
***************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/machine.lisp,v
Working file: machine.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
***************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/mappings.lisp,v
Working file: mappings.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/mcc_red_config.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_red_config.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/mcc_red_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_red_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/mcc_red_forms.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_red_forms.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/minefield.lisp,v
Working file: minefield.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/monoc.mac,v
Working file: monoc.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/objtype.lisp,v
Working file: objtype.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/overlays.lisp,v
Working file: overlays.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/pictures.mac,v
Working file: pictures.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/points.lisp,v
Working file: points.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/project.lisp,v
Working file: project.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/redcis.lisp,v
Working file: red_cis.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/red_cis_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: red_cis_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/red_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: red_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
ADST/WDL/TR--92-003037

January 22, 1992

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/red_forms.lisp,v
Working file: red_forms.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/red_mcc_config.lisp,v
Working file: red_mcc_config.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/rwa_config.lisp,v
Working file: rwa_config.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/se_munition.lisp,v
Working file: se_munition.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/se_vehicles.lisp,v
Working file: se_vehicles.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/simactiv.lisp,v
Working file: simactiv.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

------------------------------
RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/simhosts.lisp,v
Working file: simhosts.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/simmodels.lisp,v
Working file: simmodels.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/simnet6-0.mac,v
Working file: simnet6-0.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/sims.lisp,v
Working file: sims.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/simsold.lisp~v
Working file: simsold.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/simsrucker.lisp.v
Working file: simstrucker.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/utm.lisp,v
Working file: utm.lisp

---
Working file: utm.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/vehtype.lisp,v
Working file: vehtype.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/vtypes.mac,v
Working file: vtypes.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config/RCS/ws.lisp,v
Working file: ws.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:01; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/Components,v
Working file: Components
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/MCC.bugs,v
Working file: MCC.bugs
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
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head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/ab,v
Working file: ab
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/actions.c,v
Working file: actions.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/actions.h,v
Working file: actions.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/attack.c,v
Working file: attack.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/avoid.c,v
Working file: avoid.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/avoid.h,v
Working file: avoid.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/blaster.c,v
Working file: blaster.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/bugs,v
Working file: bugs
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/cis.c,v
Working file: cis.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/cis.h,v
Working file: cis.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/cm.c,v
Working file: cm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
Working file: intervis.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/iterator.c,v
Working file: iterator.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/iterator.h,v
Working file: iterator.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/leadstate.c,v
Working file: lead_state.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/loader.c,v
Working file: loader.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/logistics.c,v
Working file: logistics.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/logistics.h,v
Working file: logistics.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/main.c,v
Working file: main.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/manned_sim.c,v
Working file: manned_sim.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/manned_sim.h,v
Working file: manned_sim.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/map.c,v
Working file: map.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/misc.c,v
Working file: misc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/missile.c,v
Working file: missile.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/missile.h,v
Working file: missile.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/movement.c,v
Working file: movement.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/movement.h,v
Working file: movement.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/msim_event.c,v
Working file: msim_event.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/navigator.c,v
Working file: navigator.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/out,v
Working file: out
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/p_follower.c,v
Working file: p_follower.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/phantom,v
Working file: phantom
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/pilot.c,v
Working file: pilot.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/phantom.h,v
Working file: phantom.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/parser.c,v
Working file: parser.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/pilot.c,v
Working file: pilot.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/random_traffic.h,v
Working file: random_traffic.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/reactions.c,v
Working file: reactions.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/remote.c,v
Working file: remote.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/reporter.c,v
Working file: reporter.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/reporter.h,v
Working file: reporter.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/route.c,v
Working file: route.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/se-vehicle-utils.c,v
Working file: se-vehicle-utils.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/sevehicle-utils.proto.h,v
Working file: sevehicle-utils.proto.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/simnet.c,v
Working file: simnet.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/spotter.c,v
Working file: spotter.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/spotter.h,v
Working file: spotter.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/support_vehicle.h,v
Working file: support_vehicle.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/symbols.c,v
Working file: symbols.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/symbols.h,v
Working file: symbols.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/targeting.c,v
Working file: targeting.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/targeting.h,v
Working file: targeting.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/terrain.c,v
Working file: terrain.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:21:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/host/RCS/terrain.h,v
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/fsm/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/fsm/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/rcstools/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/rcstools/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/rcstools/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/rcstools/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/rcstools/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/rcstools/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:15; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/user/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/user/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/user/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:22; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/user/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
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RCS file: ./saf/src/release/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:18; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/release/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:18; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/release/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:18; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/mipstools/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/mipstools/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/extract_mcc_echelons.c,v
Working file: extract_mcc_echelons.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/extract_mcc_forms.c,v
Working file: extract_mcc_forms.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/key.c,v
Working file: key.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/keylist.c,v
Working file: keylist.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/list.c,v
Working file: list.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/mcc.701,v
Working file: mcc.701
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/mcc.701make,v
Working file: mcc.701make
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/configtools/RCS/util.c,v
Working file: util.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/ulf-weather/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/ulf-weather/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/ulf-weather/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/ulf_weather/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/ulf_weather/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/ulf_weather/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config_compressor/RCS/README,v
Working file: README
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config_compressor/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config_compressor/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

======================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:20:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config_compressor/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config_compressor/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config_compressor/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/config-compressor/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/magnum-enpdriver/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/src/magnum-enpdriver/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:06; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/magnum_enpdriver/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:06; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/magnum_enpdriver/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:06; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/magnum_enpdriver/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:06; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/magnum_enpdriver/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:06; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/mccinfo/RCS/alc.bugs,v
Working file: alc.bugs
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:22:08; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/src/mccinfo/RCS/phantom.bugs,v
Working file: phantom.bugs
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libapp/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libapp/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libapp/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libapp/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libapp/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libapp/RCS/thresh.c,v
Working file: thresh.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/event_debug.c,v
Working file: event_debug.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/event_perf.c,v
Working file: event_perf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/eventperf2.c,v
Working file: event_perf2.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/events.c,v
Working file: events.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/libcomn.h,v
Working file: events.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/libcomm.h,v
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RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcomm/RCS/queue_fix.c,v
Working file: queue_fix.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/convert.c,v
Working file: convert.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/db_def.h,v
Working file: db_def.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/milgrid.c,v
Working file: milgrid.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/ml_def.h,v
Working file: ml_def.h
head: 1.1
description:
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Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/ml_geo_utm.c,v
Working file: ml_geo_utm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/std_clib_inc.h,v
Working file: std_clib_inc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/std_def.h,v
Working file: std_def.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/test.c,v
Working file: test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcoord/RCS/utm2geo.c,v
Working file: utm2geo.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
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RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/if_damage.c,v
Working file: if_damage.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/interpolate.c,v
Working file: interpolate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/libdatabase.h,v
Working file: libdatabase.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libdatabase/RCS/test.c,v
Working file: test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libfulcrum/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libfulcrum/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libfulcrum/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libfulcrum/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/alloc.c,v
Working file: alloc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/alloc.c-,v
Working file: alloc.c-
head: 1.1
---
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS File: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/create.c,v
Working File: create.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS File: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/libheap.h,v
Working File: libheap.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS File: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working File: make.apprules
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS File: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/make.config,v
Working File: make.config
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS File: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/make.depend,v
Working File: make.depend
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS File: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libheap/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:19; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/liblock/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/liblock/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/liblock/RCS/liblock.h,v
Working file: liblock.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:24; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
Initial Version
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/liblock/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/liblock/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/po~file_util/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/po~file_util/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/po~file_util/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===================================================================
ADST/WDL/TR--92-003037
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============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_nom_pdu.c,v
Working file: po_nom_pdu.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_objects.c,v
Working file: po_objects.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_op_pdu.c,v
Working file: po_op_pdu.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_over_pdu.c,v
Working file: po_over_pdu.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_overlay.c,v
Working file: po_overlay.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_process.c,v
Working file: po_process.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_query.c,v
Working file: po_query.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
======================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_read.c,v
Working file: po_read.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
======================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_sims.c,v
Working file: po_sims.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
======================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_sp_pdu.c,v
Working file: po_sp_pdu.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
======================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_stealth.c,v
Working file: po_stealth.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
======================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_sws_pdu.c,v
Working file: po_sws_pdu.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_thread.c,v
Working file: po_thread.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_tick.c,v
Working file: po_tick.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_write.c,v
Working file: po_write.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/po_ws.c,v
Working file: po_ws.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/test.c,v
Working file: test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libpo/RCS/xtest.c,v
Working file: xtest.c
head: 1.1
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description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/DataCollectionPDU.c,v
Working file: DataCollectionPDU.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/IvisPDU.c,v
Working file: IvisPDU.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/SimulationPDU.c,v
Working file: SimulationPDU.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/StealthPDU.c,v
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libprotocol/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/Makefile~v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/bridge_routes.c,v
Working file: bridge_routes.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/bridges.c,v
Working file: bridges.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/building_check.c,v
Working file: building_check.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/building_check_test.c,v
Working file: building_check_test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/clip.c,v
Working file: clip.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------
Initial PVD Turnover

---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/lib/src/libquad/RCS/list.c,v
Working file: list.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/lib/src/libquad/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/lib/src/libquad/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/lib/src/libquad/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/lib/src/libquad/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/lib/src/libquad/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/rivers.c,v
Working file: rivers.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/road_parser.c,v
Working file: road_parser.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/road_routes.c,v
Working file: road_routes.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/roads.c,v
Working file: roads.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/route_finder.c,v
Working file: route_finder.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/route_maker.c,v
Working file: route_maker.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
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RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/routepoint.c,v
Working file: routepoint.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/routepoint.h,v
Working file: routepoint.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/search.c,v
Working file: search.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/skirt_water.c,v
Working file: skirt_water.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/terrain.c,v
Working file: terrain.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libquad/RCS/test.c,v
Working file: test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libsched/RCS/perf.c,v
Working file: perf.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libsched/RCS/sched.c,v
Working file: sched.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libsched/RCS/test.c,v
Working file: test.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/filename.c,v
Working file: filename.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/geometry.c,v
Working file: geometry.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/libutil.h,v
Working file: libutil.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/math.c,v
Working file: math.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/mil_name.c,v
Working file: mil_name.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/random.c,v
Working file: random.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/smoke_plume.c,v
Working file: smoke_plume.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/tdbif.c,v
Working file: tdbif.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libutil/RCS/u_host.c,v
Working file: u_host.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:38; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/init.c,v
Working file: init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/libformation.h,v
Working file: libformation.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/local.h,v
Working file: local.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/query.c,v
Working file: query.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libformation/RCS/util.c,v
Working file: util.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libechelon/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libtime/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libtime/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libtime/RCS/libtime.h,v
Working file: libtime.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libtime/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libtime/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:14:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================
Revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/libcapconnP.h,v
Working file: libcapconnP.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libcapconn/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:12:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/minefield.c,v
Working file: minefield.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/libminefield/RCS/minefield.h,v
Working file: minefield.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:13:28; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:10:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/libsrc/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:10:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/abs.h,v
Working file: abs.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/messages.h,v
Working file: messages.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/mydefs.h,v
Working file: mydefs.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:49; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/include/saf/src/RCS/tolerance.h,v
Working file: tolerance.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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Working file: liblock.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/libpo.h,v
Working file: libpo.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/libquad.h,v
Working file: libquad.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/librudp.h,v
Working file: librudp.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/libsched.h,v
Working file: libsched.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17; author: crn-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/libtime.h,v
Working file: libtime.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/libutil.h,v
Working file: libutil.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17;  author: cm-adst;  state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/libinc/RCS/minefield.h,v
Working file: minefield.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:17;  author: cm-adst;  state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/global/RCS/#messages.h#,v
Working file: #messages.h#
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:12;  author: cm-adst;  state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/global/RCS/abs.h,v
Working file: abs.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:12;  author: cm-adst;  state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/global/RCS/messages.h,v
Working file: messages.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:12;  author: cm-adst;  state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/include/global/RCS/mydefs.h,v
Working file: mydefs.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:09:12;  author: cm-adst;  state: Exp;
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/make_clean,v
Working file: make_clean
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/make_links,v
Working file: make_links
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/mos.h,v
Working file: mos.h
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_assoc.h,v
Working file: p_assoc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_data.h,v
Working file: pdata.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_faad.h,v
Working file: p_faad.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_gt.h,v
Working file: p_gt.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_ivis.h,v
Working file: p_ivis.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_logger.h,v
Working file: p_logger.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_sensor.h,v
Working file: p_sensor.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
================================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_sim.h,v
Working file: p_sim.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
================================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_size.h,v
Working file: p_size.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
================================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_stlth.h,v
Working file: p_stlth.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
================================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_terra.h,v
Working file: p_terra.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
================================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/p_timers.h,v
Working file: p_timers.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_num.h,v
Working file: pro_num.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_p2p.h,v
Working file: pro_p2p.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_sim.h,v
Working file: pro_sim.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_size.h,v
Working file: pro_size.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_stlth.h,v
Working file: pro_stlth.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_terra.h,v
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Working file: pro_terra.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===============================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/pro_timers.h,v
Working file: pro_timers.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===============================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/rep_leo2.h,v
Working file: rep_leo2.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===============================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/repair_m1.h,v
Working file: repair_m1.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===============================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/repair_m2.h,v
Working file: repair_m2.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===============================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/protocol/RCS/simnet.mac,v
Working file: simnet.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
===============================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:57:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/bfly_stdc.h,v
Working file: bfly_stdc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/compat.h,v
Working file: compat.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/dgi_stdc.h,v
Working file: dgi_stdc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/dgistdg.h,v
Working file: dgistdg.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/gbuffer.h,v
Working file: gbuffer.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/gcom.h,v
Working file: gcom.h
head: 1.1
description:
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Initial PVD Turnover

------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/keys.h,v
Working file: keys.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/load.h,v
Working file: load.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/longpt.h,v
Working file: longpt.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/mass_stdc.h,v
Working file: mass_stdc.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/minmax.h,v
Working file: minmax.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/powers.h,v
Working file: powers.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/sl000_const.h,v
Working file: sl000_const.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/sim_dfns.h,v
Working file: sim_dfns.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/sim_macros.h,v
Working file: sim_macros.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/sim_style.h,v
Working file: sim_style.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/sim_types.h,v
Working file: sim_types.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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RCS file: ./saf/common/include/global/RCS/simstdio.h,v
Working file: simstdio.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:36; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/assoc.h,v
Working file: assoc.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/enparg.h,v
Working file: enparg.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/enpioctl.h,v
Working file: enpioctl.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/libactivate.h,v
Working file: libactivate.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/liblist.h,v
Working file: liblist.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/liblogger.h,v
Working file: liblogger.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/libmatrix.h,v
Working file: libmatrix.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/libparser.h,v
Working file: libparser.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/libreader.h,v
Working file: libreader.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/libtree.h,v
Working file: libtree.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/pvis_call.h,v
Working file: pvis_call.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/tdb.h,v
Working file: tdb.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/libinc/RCS/terrain.h,v
Working file: terrain.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/abatp.h,v
Working file: abatp.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/aberrors.h,v
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Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/include/netat/RCS/sysvcompat.h,v
Working file: sysvcompat.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:56:54; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libclparse/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libclparse/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libclparse/RCS/make.depend
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libclparse/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libclparse/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libclparse/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libnetif/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libnetif/RCS/libnet.h,v
Working file: libnet.h
head: 1.1
description:
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_orecv.c,v
Working file: net_orecv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_osend.c,v
Working file: net_osend.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_recv.c,v
Working file: net_recv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_reg.c,v
Working file: net_reg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_run.c,v
Working file: net_run.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libnetif/RCS/net_send.c,v
Working file: net_send.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/man/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/man/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/man/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/man/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache.h,v
Working file: cache.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache_alloc.c,v
Working file: cache_alloc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache_cntl.c,v
Working file: cache_cntl.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache_data.c,v
Working file: cache_data.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache_init.c,v
Working file: cache_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
-----------------------------------------------
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache_query.c,v
Working file: cache_query.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/cache_queue.c,v
Working file: cache_queue.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/consistent.c,v
Working file: consistent.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/data.c,v
Working file: data.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/dump.c,v
Working file: dump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/elevation.c,v
Working file: elevation.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/error.c,v
Working file: error.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/get_patch.c,v
Working file: get_patch.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/gr_loc_num.c,v
Working file: gr_loc_num.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/h_to_w.c,v
Working file: h_to_w.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/header.c,v
Working file: header.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/include.c,v
Working file: include.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------------
Initial MCC Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial MCC Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/map.c,v
Working file: map.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial MCC Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/map.h,v
Working file: map.h
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial MCC Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/memory.c,v
Working file: memory.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial MCC Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/objects.c,v
Working file: objects.c
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial MCC Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:20:45; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtdb/src/RCS/objects.h,v
Working file: objects.h
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libshm/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libshm/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libshm/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libshm/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libshm/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmovec/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------
revision 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/elr_form.c,v
Working file: elr_form.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/elr_ident.c,v
Working file: elr_ident.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/elr_to_mat.c,v
Working file: elr_to_mat.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/elrtransp.c,v
Working file: elrtransp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/f2d_m.copy.c,v
Working file: f2d_m_copy.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/f2d_v_copy.c,v
Working file: f2d_v_copy.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_check.c,v
Working file: fm_check.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_copy.c,v
Working file: fm_copy.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_id_init.c,v
Working file: fm_id_init.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_mmul.c,v
Working file: fm_m_mul.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_r_init.c,v
Working file: fm_r_init.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_rinit.c,v
Working file: fm_rinit.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fm_1init.c,v
Working file: fm_1init.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_dump.c,v
Working file: fmat_dump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_r_init2.c,v
Working file: fmat_r_init2.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_sub.c,v
Working file: fmat_sub.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fmat_transp.c,v
Working file: fmat_transp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fv_check.c,v
Working file: fv_check.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/fv_d_prod.c,v
Working file: fv_d_prod.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial PVD Turnover

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/m_mul.c,v
Working file: m_mul.c
Head: 1.1
Description: Initial PVD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/m_r_init2.c,v
Working file: m_r_init2.c
Head: 1.1
Description: Initial PVD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/m_trig_init.c,v
Working file: m_trig_init.c
Head: 1.1
Description: Initial PVD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/m_v_mul.c,v
Working file: m_v_mul.c
Head: 1.1
Description: Initial PVD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
Head: 1.1
Description: Initial PVD Turnover
Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_adj.c,v
Working file: mat_adj.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_check.c,v
Working file: mat_check.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_copy.c,v
Working file: mat_copy.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_deter.c,v
Working file: mat_deter.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_dump.c,v
Working file: mat_dump.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_form.c,v
Working file: mat_form.c
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_ident.c,v
Working file: mat_ident.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_init.c,v
Working file: mat_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_inv.c,v
Working file: mat_inv.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_lev_init.c,v
Working file: mat_lev_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_r_init.c,v
Working file: mat_r_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/mat_scale.c,v
Working file: mat_scale.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_dump.c,v
Working file: vec_dump.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_init.c,v
Working file: vec_init.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_neg.c,v
Working file: vec_neg.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_norm.c,v
Working file: vec_norm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_scale.c,v
Working file: vec_scale.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_sub.c,v
Working file: vec_sub.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libmatrix/RCS/vec_x_prod.c,v
Working file: vec_x_prod.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:44; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/ig_avail.c,v
Working file: ig_avail.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/ig_command.c,v
Working file: ig_command.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/ig_connect.c,v
Working file: ig_connect.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

====================================================================
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RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_error.c,v
Working file: lg_error.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_info.c,v
Working file: lg_info.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_local.h,v
Working file: lg_local.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_process.c,v
Working file: lg_process.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_state.c,v
Working file: lg_state.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_status.c,v
Working file: lg_status.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-----------------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/lg_util.c,v
Working file: lg_util.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/liblogger.h,v
Working file: liblogger.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogger/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:25; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/address.c,v
Working file: address.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/aggregate.c,v
Working file: aggregate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/assoc.h,v
Working file: assoc.h
head: 1.1
description:
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/mask.c,v
Working file: mask.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/open.c,v
Working file: open.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
================================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libassoc/RCS/origin.c,v
Working file: origin.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libp2p/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libp2p/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libp2p/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libp2p/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libp2p/RCS/p2p.h,v
Working file: p2p.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libp2p/RCS/p2p_local.h,v
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/pv_checkvis.c,v
Working file: pv_checkvis.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/pve.h,v
Working file: pve.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpvis/RCS/pvis_call.h,v
Working file: pvis_call.h
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
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head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libidc/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:13; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/bindings.c,v
Working file: bindings.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/breakset.c,v
Working file: breakset.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

---
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RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/more.c,v
Working file: more.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
 revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libtty/RCS/normal.c,v
Working file: normal.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
============================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:33; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfifo/RCS/make_apprules,v
Working file: make_apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
============================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfifo/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
============================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfifo/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
============================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfifo/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
============================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfifo/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
============================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_unix.c,v
Working file: par_unix.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/par_util.c,v
Working file: par_util.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libparser/RCS/parser.3,v
Working file: parser.3
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:39; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/activate.c,v
Working file: activate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/activate.doc,v
Working file: activate.doc
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/activate.h,v
Working file: activate.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/activate.mac,v
Working file: activate.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/cmd.c,v
Working file: cmd.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/config.c,v
Working file: config.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/config.lisp,v
Working file: config.lisp
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libactivate/RCS/errors.c,v
Working file: errors.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:11; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfio/fio/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfio/fio/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfio/fio/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfio/fio/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfio/fio/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfio/fio/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:17:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogtime/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogtime/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogtime/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogtime/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogtime/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/liblogtirne/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
  Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:30; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
  Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/README,v
Working file: README
head: 1.1
description:
  Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/Release.log,v
Working file: Release.log
head: 1.1
description:
  Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/lexer.c,v
Working file: lexer.c
head: 1.1
description:
  Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/lexer.l,v
Working file: lexer.l
head: 1.1
description:
  Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/lexer.u,v
Working file: lexer.u
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/libreader.h,v
Working file: libreader.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---------------------
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/tags.c,v
Working file: tags.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libreader/RCS/y.tab.h,v
Working file: y.tab.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:00; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libregexp/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libregexp/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libregexp/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libregexp/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
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Working file: abpap.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abpap.h,v
Working file: abpap.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abpapc.c,v
Working file: abpapc.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abpaps.c,v
Working file: abpaps.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abpp.c,v
Working file: abpp.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abqueue.c,v
Working file: abqueue.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/absched.c,v
Working file: absched.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abversion.c,v
Working file: abversion.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/abzip.c,v
Working file: abzip.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/atalkdbm.c,v
Working file: atalkdbm.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/atalkdbm.h,v
Working file: atalkdbm.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/authenticate.c,v
Working file: authenticate.c
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/todist,v
Working file: todist
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcap/RCS/whatishat,v
Working file: whatishat
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libbgr/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libbgr/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libbgr/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libbgr/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libbgr/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libbgr/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libwstn/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libwstn/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libwstn/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfqueue/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfqueue/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfqueue/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libfqueue/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsensor/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsensor/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsensor/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsensor/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsensor/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsensor/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:09; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.apprules.v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
RCS file: ./saF/common/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
RCS file: ./saF/common/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
RCS file: ./saF/common/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
RCS file: ./saF/common/libsrc/libsched/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:07; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
RCS file: ./saF/common/libsrc/libctdb/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:02; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================
RCS file: ./saF/common/libsrc/libctdb/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libdither/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libdither/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libdither/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libdither/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:11:05; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libxcig/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:42; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libxcig/RCS/make.config,v
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Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:42; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/ibsrc/libxcig/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:42; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/ibsrc/libxcig/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:42; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/ibsrc/libxcig/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:42; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/ibsrc/libxcig/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:13:42; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/ibsrc/libcirouter/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================
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RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcirouter/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcirouter/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcirouter/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcirouter/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcirouter/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
======================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcallback/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
-------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
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Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcallback/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcallback/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcallback/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcallback/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libcallback/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:34; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libclass/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
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Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:10:58; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libscl/libclass/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:10:58; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libscl/libclass/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:10:58; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libscl/libclass/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:10:58; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libscl/libclass/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:10:58; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libscl/libclass/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
Head: 1.1
Description:
Initial PVD Turnover
=====================================================================

Revision 1.1
Date: 1993/01/05 19:10:58; Author: cm-adst; State: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/libscl/libappidc/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
Head: 1.1
Description:
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Initial PVD Turnover

---

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libappidc/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libappidc/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libappidc/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libappidc/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libappidc/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
---

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:10:16; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libappidc/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpbtab/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config

head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpbtab/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend

head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpbtab/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver

head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpbtab/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include

head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libpbtab/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules

head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libqueue/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libqueue/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libqueue/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libqueue/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libqueue/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/libsrc/libqueue/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 19:12:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/include/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/include/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/include/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/include/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/include/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netstart.mips/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
*******************************************************************************
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netstart.mips/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
*******************************************************************************
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netstart.mips/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
*******************************************************************************
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netstart.mips/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
*******************************************************************************
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netstart.mips/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
*******************************************************************************
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:51; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
*******************************************************************************

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netstart.mips/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
*******************************************************************************
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RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/netxr/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/ringstart/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:55; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/ringstart/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:55; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/ringstart/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:55; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/ringstart/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:55; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/ringstart/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description: Initial PVD Turnover
--------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:55; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/ringstart/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:55; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/defs/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/defs/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/defs/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/defs/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/defs/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/net/defs/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:40; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/dvr/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/dvr/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/dvr/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/dvr/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/dvr/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

---

revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:01:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/dvr/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:01:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/enparg.h,v
Working file: enparg.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/enpioctl.h,v
Working file: enpioctl.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/enpsvr.h,v
Working file: enpsvr.h
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;

Initial Version

=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules

---
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/cmc/include/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:01:12; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/common/src/ded_reader/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/ded_reader/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/ded_reader/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/ded_reader/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/ded_reader/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/ded_reader/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:14; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================
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RCS file: ./saf/common/src/make_maps/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/make_maps/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/make_maps/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/make_maps/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/make_maps/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:17; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/make_maps/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
RCS file: ./saf/common/src/senserv/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/senserv/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/senserv/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/senserv/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/senserv/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:00:23; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/senserv/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover
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Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:02:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/s1000/gridpost/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:02:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/s1000/gridpost/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:02:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/s1000/gridpost/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:02:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/s1000/gridpost/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:02:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/common/src/s1000/gridpost/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial PVD Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:02:29; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
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Initial MCC Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:04:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/tools/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:04:10; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/RCS/common.doc,v
Working file: common.doc
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:46:45; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/common/RCS/makefile,v
Working file: makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:46:53; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/tools/RCS/ARCHITECTURE,v
Working file: ARCHITECTURE
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:24:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/tools/RCS/build-common,v
Working file: build-common
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:24:48; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/tools/RCS/do_checkout,v
Working file: do_checkout
RCS file: ./saf/release/atalk-dir/RCS/atalkatab,v
Working file: atalkatab
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:18:43; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/release/user-lib/RCS/atis,v
Working file: atis
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:18:57; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/release/user-lib/RCS/aufs,v
Working file: aufs
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:18:57; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/release/RCS/README,v
Working file: README
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:18:20; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/bin/RCS/assoc.def,v
Working file: assoc.def
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:43:37; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/bin/RCS/katosoft.p,v
Working file: katosoft.p
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
------------------------
revision 1.1
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 18:44:31; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/#README#,v
Working file: #README#
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/Makefile,v
Working file: Makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/README,v
Working file: README
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/Saf-resources,v
Working file: Saf-resources
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/TbLgr-resources,v
Working file: TbLgr-resources
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
====================================================================
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/activate.mac,v
Working file: activate.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/blue_cis.lisp,v
Working file: blue_cis.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/blue_cis_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: blue_cis_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/blue_forms.lisp,v
Working file: blue_forms.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/blue_mcc_config.lisp,v
Working file: blue_mcc_config.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/bombs.lisp,v
Working file: bombs.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/capacity.lisp,v
Working file: capacity.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/color.mac,v
Working file: color.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/config.lisp,v
Working file: config.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/config.mac,v
Working file: config.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/culture.lisp,v
Working file: culture.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/damage_map.lisp,v
Working file: damage_map.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/if_damg.lisp,v
Working file: if_damg.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/ivis.lisp,v
Working file: ivis.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/machine.lisp,v
Working file: machine.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/make.apprules,v
Working file: make.apprules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/make.config,v
Working file: make.config
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
============================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/make.depend,v
Working file: make.depend
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

---
revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/make.driver,v
Working file: make.driver
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
---
revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/make.include,v
Working file: make.include
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
---
revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/make.librules,v
Working file: make.librules
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
---
revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mappings.lisp,v
Working file: mappings.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
---
revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_blue_config.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_blue_config.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
---
revision 1.1

date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_blue_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_blue_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_blue_forms.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_blue_forms.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_config.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_config.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_passwd.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_passwd.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_red_config.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_red_config.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_red_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_red_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
=====================================================================
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/mcc_red_forms.lisp,v
Working file: mcc_red_forms.lisp
description: Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/minefield.lisp,v
Working file: minefield.lisp
description: Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/monoc.mac,v
Working file: monoc.mac
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/objtype.lisp,v
Working file: objtype.lisp
description: Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/overlays.lisp,v
Working file: overlays.lisp
description: Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/pictures.mac,v
Working file: pictures.mac
head: 1.1
description: Initial MCC Turnover
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================
RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/points.lisp,v
Working file: points.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/project.lisp,v
Working file: project.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/red_cis.lisp,v
Working file: red_cis.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/red_cis_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: red_cis_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/red_echelons.lisp,v
Working file: red_echelons.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/red_forms.lisp,v
Working file: red_forms.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
-----------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
=====================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/red_mcc_config.lisp,v
Working file: red_mcc_config.lisp
description: 261
Initial MCC Turnover

revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/rwa_config.lisp,v
Working file: rwa_config.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/se_munition.lisp,v
Working file: se_munition.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/se_vehicles.lisp,v
Working file: se_vehicles.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/simactiv.lisp,v
Working file: simactiv.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/simhosts.lisp,v
Working file: simhosts.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===============================================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/simmodels.lisp,v
Working file: simmodels.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
===============================================================================
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RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/vehtype.lisp,v
Working file: vehtype.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/vtypes.mac,v
Working file: vtypes.mac
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/config/RCS/ws.lisp,v
Working file: ws.lisp
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:06:56; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================

RCS file: ./saf/RCS/makefile,v
Working file: makefile
head: 1.1
description:
Initial MCC Turnover
--------------------------------------------------
revision 1.1
date: 1993/01/05 20:25:58; author: cm-adst; state: Exp;
Initial Version
==============================================================